CONORVILLE—WHERE QUEEN WILL RELAX IN PRIVATE HOME

LOVELY Midlands sheep station home Connoville will be a Royal Residence for the night of February 23-24. Here the Queen and Duke of Edinburgh will rest after their long tour of the North-West Coast.

The present cream and black house which continues dignity and beauty of architecture stands as English trees planted by the earlier O'Conors. It was designed by Mr. R. O. O'Connor after she went to Connoville as a residence for gracious and comfortable family life.

The Connoville homestead, with its spacious and comfortable rooms, is a reminder of the past and a preview of the future. It is a double-story house, painted cream and black. The front door opens into a spacious hall on one side of which is the sitting-room, with wide, high-ceiling windows and immediately opposite the dining-room. Both have sliding doors as such rooms and the hall might be used for Connoville hospitality.

The rooms and hall with their spacious fireplaces are in perfect condition, as are also the bedrooms on the upper floor, which is the sitting-room, with wide, high-ceiling windows and immediately opposite the dining-room. Both have sliding doors as such rooms and the hall might be used for Connoville hospitality.

The Connoville homestead is built on an elevated site, with a view of the surrounding countryside. It is surrounded by trees, which provide shade and a cool climate. The house is built with local materials, and its design is typical of the area. The large veranda provides a place for relaxation and enjoyment of the scenery.

Welcome to Our Royal Visitors
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Some of the Connoville buildings, with the old mill in the centre foreground.